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A Tetón Tipi Cover
Depiction of the Sacred
Pipe Myth
CHARLES RONALD CORUM*

The myth of the sacred pipe, a very important element of
the Teton Sioux Indian (Lakota) culture, was recorded on a
buffalo-hide tipi cover, along with many other individual
plctographs representing various aspects of the Sioux religion.
This tipi (tipi-"they live there") probably was made after 1770
since the horse, which appears on the cover, was first recorded
about that time in the Sioux winter counts.
The tipi was captured from the Sioux by the French
around 1823 and later appeared in Quebec. The French
ambassador took it to France where a nobleman acquired it and
used it as a wall hanging. In 1846 the Königlichen Museum fur
*The author expresses his sincere gratitude and appreciation to the following:
Dr. David W. Maurer, professor of linguistics at the University of Louisville, for
supplying information and basic notes from his files, much of which is included in
this article, and for help wilh the Sioux language; Ms. JoAnne Rhodes for meticulously painting the reconstruction of the tipi cover in five authentic colors; J.B.
Speed Art Museum in Louisville, Kentucky, for cooperation in allowing access to
Triederich Weygoid's notes, sketches, and paintings and for permission to photogrjph
Red Ooud's portrait; Dr. Horst Hartmann of the Königlichen Museum fur
Volkerkunde ("Royal Museum of Ethnology") in Berlin, for graciously forwardiufi
the photo of the small model tipi in the museum; Steven Keraca of tlie Bureau of
Indian Affairs in Washington, D.C., for his valuable suggestions and comments: jiid
Institutional Development and Economic Services, Inc. (IDEAS) for financing the
reconstruction of the tipi cover on canvas.
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Volkerkunde ("Royal Museum of Ethnology") in Berlin
acquired the tipi, where it remained in storage until around
1900. Friederich Weygold (1870-1941), an artist-ethnographer
who was making a study of the Plains Indians, was told in detail
of the tipi by an old Oglala Teton shaman named Canhahake
("Buffalo Hump"), and Weygold in turn made sketches based
on these notes. Around 1900 Weygold discovered the tipi cover
in a badly deteriorated state in the attic of the museum. When
he unfolded the cover, it cracked and broke in many places, but
he still managed to make a scale drawing from the fragments. In
1903 he presented his description of the cover and a color
drawing in the German publication Globus.^ Sometime later,
Buffalo Hump (then over one hundred years old) verified that
this was the original tipi. Until this time the cover was thought
to depict a hunting scene, and it is probable that Weygold was
the first to reahze, on the basis of what Buffalo Hump had told
him, the religious significance of the cover design.
The height of the peak of the tipi measured 1.70 meters (5
feet 7 inches), and the diameter at the base was 2.45 meters (8
feet), which was smaller than those used for dwelling purposes.
Some one hundred figures were drawn or painted on the inside
of the cover. We know from Buffalo Hump that the tipi was
erected with the figures on the inside. At present, the Museum
fur Volkerkunde has a small canvas model of this tipi with the
figures reversed so they show on the outside.
Weygold noted that two very different artistic styles
were represented. One apparently was that of a painter and the
other that of a sketcher. The pipe and the area around it is
precise in technique and color, whereas other areas are crude
and essential. Individualistic styles that are somewhat affected
by change in time are represented. The older aspects are
symbolic and conventionahzed while the more recent aspects
are more reaUstic and precise. The drawing of the pipe, the
immediate figures around it, and the sun shields constituted the
original pictograph. Extensive information on the reading of
this pictograph was provided by Dr. David W. Maurer of the
University of Louisville, a friend of Weygold. Dr. Maurer had
r.
1. Friederich Weygold, Das indianische Lederzelt in Königlichen Museum fur
Volkerkunde zu Berlin, Glohut, Band 83, no. 1,1903.
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Small canvas model of the sacred tipi with figures on the
outside. This model is approximately fifteen inches high.
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studied the Sioux language both in the field and with Weygold
around 1937-39 and was able to provide additional notes and
unpublished information.^
An adaptation of this cover was published in The Mystic
Warriors of the Plains by Thomas E. Mails. He referred to it
only as "an ancient buffalo hide tipi showing exceptional grace
and creativeness of designs employed," and made no attempt to
explain the myths recorded, the fact that it was a meaningful
pictograph, nor the source of his drawing.^ Mails apparently
substituted his signature for Weygold's on the adapted drawing.
Garrick Mallery in Picture Writing of the American Indians
sketched a form of the sacred pipe from the census list of the
Oglala Lakota chieftain. Red Cloud (Mahpiya Luta), where it
was depicted as a thunderpipe with the feathers of the
thunderbird.^ Because Weygold knew Red Cloud well and
painted his last portrait, it is quite possible that he also had
information from Red Cloud, which at this time cannot be
specifically identified.^
The green, yellow, and red colors found on the cover are
apparently natural earth colors that were mixed with animal fat
or glutinous water as an adhesive agent and applied with a
rotten perforated bone or a willow wand approximately one
half inch in diameter. The painter chewed the end of this wand
to create a primitive brush. Red ochre was used for the brown
figures and charcoal for the black.
The Indian artists did not necessarily draw an object as
they saw it, but as they knew it to be. For example, the buffalo
2. The unusual coincidence of events in which the writer is able to go back
through Maurer to Weygold to Buffalo Hump takes us back some one hundred fifty
years in the memory of man.
The spelling of Teton words is based upon a phonetic system used by Weygold
in accordance with the rather archaic system used by Stephen Return Riggs, A
Dakota-English Dictionary, North American Ethnology, vol. 7 (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1890), in recording Sioux materials. This was done for
convenience in processing Weygold's notes.
3. Thomas E. Mails, The Mystic Warrior of the Plains (Garden Gty, New York"
Doubleduy & Co., 1972), p. 273.
4. Garrick Mallery, Picture Writing of the American Indians, Smithsonian
Institution, loth Annuul Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1888-89 (Washington
D.C, 1893), p. 486.
vs.
5. It is thougiit that nune of the writers referred to in this article except
Weygold, ever saw ihis pictograph, nor knew of its existence. Therefore, their notes
were derived from other sources of Sioux mythology.
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Painting of Red Cloud done by Friederich Weygold in ¡909, five
months before Red Cloud's death. He is holding a ceremonial pipe.
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Canhahake ("Buffalo Hump")

has his horns and eyes on the same side of his head with his feet
being represented by the outline of the underside of the hoof.
This did not involve pure objective representation, but through
a tacitly recognized cultural system of symbolism, a somewhat
refined form of picture writing was produced.
The sacred pipe or Tunkan was placed opposite the
entrance, so that it was immediately visible upon entering the
tipi. Its stem was decorated with four wings and two sets of
down feathers of four each. The number four was considered
sacred with respect to the cross of the four winds or the four
points of the compass, referred to as the "four quarters of the
earth" by missionaries. This also represents the four-in-one
relationship of everything that is wakan ("holy"). The seven
green and yellow painted fields on the stem represent the seven
original Sioux tribes (oceti sakowin-^'councu fire-seven"). The
pipe head is representative of a Catlinite head, taken from the
holy pipe quarries in the land of the Dakotas. This is a conventionahzed pipe with symbolic wings and plumes and triangular
pipe head. Buffalo Hump stated that there actually was a pipe
with wings among the Sioux Indians around 1880 on the
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Cheyenne River Reservation. It is especially interesting that he
regarded this pipe to be winged. This may be based on the fact
that the bowl of the sacred pipe has wings as shown by
Thomas
and that it is supposedly capable of flying or moving
and whirling in the air.
The small green sun above the pipe represents the sun that
would shine on the pipe in the morning and suggests the
practice of blowing the first puffs of the pipe toward the four
compass points and the zenith.'' To offer the pipe itself to the
sun before prayer was customary among the Sioux and the
offering of a ritual smoke preceded every religious rite.^
At the base of the pipe a bull buffalo (tatanka) is shown.
This symbol had a mystical meaning in the secret language of
the medicine men. The buffalo was a symbol for earth and in
turn represented man (wicasa). According to Weygold,^ a faint
red trace of color in this region on the original cover suggests a
wounded buffalo with blood streaming from the mouth. The
red on the lighter shoulder of the animal suggests blood from an
arrow wound, which of course implies a buffalo hunt. Weygold
had a theory that the death of the buffalo represented an
ecological cycle. By dying, it shed its blood into the earth,
which in turn renewed the earth and therefore man. The
horsemen on each side of the base of the tent probably have
nothing to do with this hunt since none of them have hunting
weapons, but represent the seven divisions of Teton Sioux.
Two large serpents shown on the right and left of the pipe
are mytliical or wakan, and are so designated by the wavy line
that protrudes from their mouths. Other tribes made use of
similar wavy hnes, especially the Aztec, to indicate spoken
words or messages. It could be possible, although unknown to
the Teton, that these represent a proliferation of QuetzalcoatI,
the plumed serpent prominent in the Aztec religion. According
to Weygold the horns on the serpents are the symbol for special
6. Sidney J. Thomas, "A Sioux Medicine Bundle," American Anthropologist,
43(1941):605-9, Plate2.
7. The tipi was always erected so that the entrance faced east.
8. Only decorative pipes were used for religious ceremonies, but many Indians
owned unadorned pipes that were used for everyday smoking (Benjamin Capps, Tlte
Indians [New York: Tim&-Life Books, 1973|, p. 26).
9. Weygold, Globus.
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powers and superiority, and the full shaped extension of the
mouth symbolizes the broad tongue of the animal. Among the
prairie tribes these serpents enjoyed divine respect as symbols oí
fertility and wisdom. Their placement on each side of the pipe
serve to frame it with these qualities. Recent research into these
figures suggests that they represent the great underwater monsters. If this is correct, why were they placed next to the pipe?
Consultation with specialists in pictography and Sioux mythology has failed to explain why the figures are so placed.
Next to the tail of the left serpent are very vague tooled
contours of a smaller horned snake with rattles and feet or fins.
This is apparently an incomplete drawing of the great
underwater monster that, according to the legend of the
Lakotas, appeared in the form of a giant yellow horned
rattlesnake with feet and inhabited the lakes and rivers of the
home of the tribes.'** The mere appearance of this snake was
thought to produce numbness and death.
At the upper sides of the pipe are two cranes and to the
left are two hares. The cranes are, of course, aboveground
creatures and are shown here eating the underwater monster.
Thus, the universal theme of the struggle between underwater
beings and aboveground beings, which parallels good versus bad,
light versus dark, is portrayed. Various specialists in pictography
and Sioux mythology again have not discovered any specific
symbolism for the hares other than mere messengers, nor was
Weygold able to give any specific interpretation.
To the riglit of the pipe is a lone horse with reins in the air
and a green thunderbird (wakinyan) overhead. These represent
the legend of the coming of the pipe and tobacco to the Sioux;
it is told according to Mooney" and modified by Weygold in
regard to the information from Buffalo Hump as follows. On
one occasion, two young men were out hunting when they saw
a young woman approaching them with folded arms. Seeing
that she was not one of their own tribe, one proposed to the
other that they kill her. The other refused and urged that they
10. James Owen Dorsey, "Teton Folk-Lore Notes," Journal of American
Folk-Lore 2(I889):136.
11. James Mooney, TTie Ghost Dance Religion, Smithsonian Institution, 14th
Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1892-93 (Washington, D.C, 1896), pp.
1062-63.
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wait until they learned what she wanted. According to Buffalo
Hump as recorded by Weygold and reported to Maurer, the
young man had evil thoughts about the maiden and said to his
partner, "Let us take her for our wife," meaning of course to
assault her. The first man, however, was prepared to kill her as
she drew near but at that moment, snakes emerged from the
bones and body of the woman and swarmed over her head,
whereupon the malintended hunter was taken away by the'
thunderbird to the accompaniment of thunder and lightening,
thus explaining the riderless horse with reins in the air. At this
point, she turned to the other hunter and asked to be taken to
his people. Upon arriving, she presented them with a buckskin
bundle containing the pipe and some tobacco as a token of
peace. Then she said, "When you smoke it, your thoughts will
be of peace and no murderers must be allowed to smoke it."
Her mission now ended, she disappeared as mysteriously und
suddenly as she had come. According to Buffalo Hump the
maiden who served as the vehicle to deliver the pipe was too
-wakan to be depicted on the cover.
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A somewhat different account of this legend was given by
Mallery. '^ The pipe maiden was the mysterious white buffalo
cow ipte). Along with the pipe, she brought a package with
grains of maize of different colors, one white, one black, one
yellow, and one variegated. She said she would spill milk maize
from her udder over the earth so that people might live. This is
a parallel to the possible significance of the blood of the bull
buffalo. She pointed to the north and said, "When you see a
yellowish cloud in the north, that is my breath. Rejoice, for you
shall soon see the buffalo." Pointing to the east she said, "This
pipe is related to the heavens, and you shall live with it."
Pointing to the south she said, "Clouds of many colors may
come from the south, but look at the pipe and the blue sky and
know that the clouds shall soon pass away and ail will become
blue and clear again." She pointed to the west and said, "When
it is blue in the west you know that it is closely related to you
through the pipe and the blue heavens, and by that you shall
grow rich." She then told the young men that they would call
her grandmother, and if they would follow her over the hills,
they would see her relatives. She said this four times, the
number four again having reference to the compass points,
stepping back a few feet each time. After the fourth time she
mysteriously disappeared. The young men followed the
direction in which she had been moving and found a large herd
of buffalo. A pictograph depicting this legend is presented on
plate 21 in the Tenth Annual Report of the Bureau of
Ethnology, in accordance with the first cycle of the winter
counts by Battiste Good, a Brule Sioux. *^ The Sioux regard
this to be the origin of the pipe, although it is known that
smoking was practiced much earlier.
From this point the pipe played a significant role among
the Sioux. No treaty was ratified and no important ceremony
was complete without it. It became the symbol of peace and
truth and was carried by friendly messengers from one tribe to
another to be smoked as an endorsement of agreements. The
Indians of the prairie tribes would often present the sacred pipe
to an individual accused of a crime. If he accepted and smoked
12. Maliery, ftcfurt Writing, pp. 290-91.
13. Ibid., plate 21.
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it, he was considered innocent since the Indian would never
dare to smoke this sacred pipe if guilty.'"*
The other drawings on the tipi cover also have a strong
theological meaning, but may or may not be directly connected
to the pipe myth. The thunderbird, which is presented in four
forms on this cover (red, yellow, green, and black, considering
the red ochre drawings as neutral), is associated with the north.
In the land of the Lakotas this was the direction from which the
first storms of spring came. The yellow thunderbird at the
extreme left appears to be carrying a pouch or sack that brings
the lightning, wind, rain, and hail. Weygold pointed out that if
the artist was from the Lakota tribe, he may have been thinking
of the weather god of the north (Waziya). According to the
mythology of the Sioux, the thunderbird usually had his home
on some high mountain or place of difficult access. The shadow
of the bird produced the thundercloud; the flapping of its
wings, the thunder; and the rapid closing and opening of its
flashing eyes, the lightning.
The two large, green eagle feather shields show the sun of
the east and the sun of the west (in contrast to the sun shown
over the pipe) in its most simple and common form as a red disc
without rays in the middle of the shields. The forms of these
shields coincide with the large sun ornaments (wapaha
sapa-"w2LT bonnet-black") represented by concentric circles of
rays that appear frequently on the outside of buffalo tipi covers
of the prairie tribes. The outer black half of the rays in the sun
ornaments represent the eagle feathers in nature. The tips of the
feather rays that appear as blunt angles are small tufts of
horsehair. A war bonnet when seen from behind consists of a
circle of eagle feathers, which also is a symbol of the sun. The
Indians explained the sun as a bird that flew from the east to its
roost in the west every day. This bird was considered to be
some sort of eagle because of all birds the eagle comes nearest
to the sun in its flight. ^ s ¡^ the nature cult of the Sioux both
suns represented their most powerful divinity, Wakan Tanka

14. Mooney, Ghost Dance Religion, p. 1063.
15. Weygoid's notes on the Indian colleetion in the J.B. Speed Art Museum,
Louisville, Kentucky, 1940.
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{"Great Mystery"—often erroneously translated as "Great
Spirit") who also symbolized the male principle.
The yellow figure with a zig zag line at the right of the sun
depicts a flying being that in turn may represent a meteor and
tail. Some tribes thought of stars as animals'^ and the meteors
as predators that stormed their prey.'^ This figure, according to
Buffalo Hump, may also refer to the Sioux messiah myth, the
Fallen Star (Wicanhpi Hinhpaya).
On tbe right flap of the cover is a five-pointed star whose
meaning is obscure other than a representation of the moming
star or evening star. Below this is a small mammal whose
position in this heavenly region of the tipi is of importance
because the Lakota explained the waning of the moon by the
gnawing of rodents, usually muskrats or beavers.'^ To the
lower right of this rodent are two thunderbirds with closed
beaks. The bodies of the birds show the heart with a life line.
This type of line also depicts the wakan nature of the birds.
Beneath and to the right of these thunderbirds is what
appears to be a buffalo cow or a horned beaver that is
recognized as a higher being through the misty green color. '"^
Below this on the tent wall in the region of open space is a
human couple representing the sacred role of fertility. The
grizzly bear is represented several times on this canvas. Tbe
Sioux consider the grizzly bear resistant to arrows and other
weapons. ^'' This accounts for their wearing of bear claws and
teeth to transfer this quality to themselves by sympathetic
magic.
In the upper right hand corner appears one of the oldest
symbols in Indian art, a cross with four long arms. The ancient
Europeans had a similar figure with the direction of the hooks
reversed, which was revived by the Nazis as the swastika. This
part of the drawing symbolizes the horizon with the cross of the
four winds (/afÉ'-oM>'e-íop(2-"winds-origins-four"). In addition.
16. James Owen Dorsey, Osage Traditions, Smithsonian Institution, 6th
Report of the Bureau of Etlinology, 1884-85 (Washington, D.C, 1888), p. 384.
17. Mooney, Ghost Dance Religion, p. 682.
18. Weygold, C/OÖMX
19.Ibid.
20. James Owen Dorsey, A Study of Siouxan Cults. Smithsonian Institution.
1 Ith Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology. 1 889-90 (Washington. D.C. I K')4)
p. 477.
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there is a square in which the arms of the cross extend through
the comers diagonally. The square is a symbol of the earth; the
sides of the square and parallel lines signify different earthly or
heavenly regions.^' The apex of the points in the center and
the brown triangles comprise symbols for the zenith and nadir.
Water surrounding this figure is suggested by the forms of what
are seemingly eight otters. The spindle shape to the left of this
figure apparently represents a feather ray from the large sun
ornament, and due to its relation to the sun, it may designate
the southern direction. The lower arm represents the east
whereas the upper arm represents the west. In the belief of
some of the prairie tribes, the sun stands in the west in the form
of a tent, thus accounting for the western line forking and
leading to a tent-like object. A legend of the Lakotas tells of a
giant river, whose narrow footbridge at the entrance to the
spirit land was guarded by a monstrous snake, perhaps the
serpent-like figure to the right of the western line. The
remaining arm represents the north from which the spring
storms came and is the home of the angry and merciless thundergod, portrayed here by the winged figure. Of the four compass points, east and west were regarded as sacred to the Sioux
tribe, due to their relation to the rising and setting of the sun.
The fish to the far right represents the outer limits of this earth
symbol.
Below this is a drawing of Iktomi who was the spirit of evil
and a devil comic in the Sioux religion. His basic form was that
of a spider, but he could change forms at will as he has done
here. Buffalo Hump told Weygold that the square of the earth
symbol indicated a spider web that served as a dwelling place of

Iktomi.
Above these figures are two birds that may be magpies.
The magpie would fly to where hunters were returning with
game and would thus guide the old people to fresh meat. In this
region also is a black American bear, some sort of burrowing
animal, a dragonfly, a turtle with a human horned head, which
could be another form of Iktomi, and a yellow bird with black
wings, which might be the snow goose or loon. Possibly, this
bird could be the medicine bird in Red Cloud's census as shown
21. Dorsey, Osagc Traditions, p. 378.
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by Mallery.^^ To the left are a pair of thunderbirds with
thunder coming from their throats and a crane with an
underwater monster in its beak and a live one near its feet.
To the left of the shields are two green crosses again
depicting the four winds. The top of the cross represents
the old, all-conquering north wind. The right arm represents
the east wind, which was the seat of life and love. The bottom
arm represents the burning south wind and was the fiery seat of
passion. The left arm represents the gentle west wind blowing
from the spirit land. Tlie center portrays earth and man under
the influence of the gods and the winds.
In this region also is a miscellaneous collection of animals
whose relationship is not understood: a large green thunderbird
outlined in red, a snake, and a large turtle with a wakan line.
The meaning of the turtle here is not known, but it may relate
to the fact that the turtle was considered to be the supporter of
the earth among some North American Indian tribes. The upper
shell of the turtle was the dome of the sky, its breastplate the
surface of the earth, and in between these, creation. The turtle
swam in a vast ocean and caused earthquakes whenever it
changed its position.
On the left fiap of the tipi are two plant forms, both
cedar, which was sacred to the Sioux. Here also is another thunderbird udth a wakan line; eagle feathers faUing to the earth,
which alone represent the symbol of life; a green animal, which
is perhaps a buffalo cow; and a yellow wapiti. The two human
figures copulating at the extreme left of the cover again represent the sacred role of fertility. The large group of red ochre
drawings shows a unique character much like the drawings
around the sacred pipe and correspond to the representations
that appear in Dorsey's "Mourning and War Customs of the
Kansas." "
An overall plan of these figures is not discernable although
they may have served a mnemonic function in the memorization of songs, traditions, prayers, and dances. Owing to this
situation, it is often impossible to give a coherent account of
22. Mailery, ñcíure Writing, p. 486.
23. James Owen Dorsey, "Mourning and War Customs of the Kansas," The
American Naturalist 19 (1885):676, plate 20.
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the anomalies in the pictograph. Possibly there are still some old
medicine men who may be able to supply a theory. It is clear
that this pictograph inside the tipi represented the theology of
the Sioux in many of its' aspects. If we knew the complete
interpretations and interrelation of the minor sketches, we
should have a more complete reading of the pictograph. It may
be that this tipi is to the Sioux what the Ark of the Covenant is
to the Hebrews.
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